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Meet winter’s safest player.

The new 
IceContact™ 2.

 ›  Improved grip on ice thanks to 50% more  
studs and optimised stud distribution.

 › Increased safety given by the innovative  
StudOn Retention Technology.

 ›  Shorter braking distances on ice via an  
optimised ice reservoir.

 ›  Functional Divided Tread for excellent  
snow and handling performance.
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Increased safety given by the innovative StudOn Retention Technology.
Through its special stud coating and curing, Continental’s new IceContact™ 2 ensures a stable stud angle and 
less movement of the stud, therefore generating maximum grip. This results in an optimised transmission of 
force between the stud and the ice, which significantly increases safety, as well as driving comfort.

Shorter braking distances on ice via an optimised ice reservoir.
By collecting the ice, the crushed ice reservoir surrounding each stud optimises the flow of ice under the  
tread pattern. This creates firm contact between the ice and the stud during braking and provides optimal ice 
grip for each stud. Therefore, the IceContact™ 2 boasts shorter braking distances on ice and improved  
ice traction and handling.

Functional Divided Tread for excellent snow and handling performance.
The Functional Divided Tread’s asymmetric pattern design features inside and outside blocks. The inside 
blocks have a high number of edges and step sipes, which increase snow friction. The outside blocks feature 
sinusoidal sipes with a strong interlocking effect, which increase lateral stiffness on the outside. In the end, 
this helps enhance snow and handling performance.

Tyre performance.

IceContact™ 2
ContiIceContact™ = 100%

Tyre dimensions.

Tyre width in mm Tyre cross section Rim size in inches Speed symbol

175–285 Series 35–70 14–20 T

Aquaplaning
99%

Wet braking
100%

Dry braking
101%

Ice objective
108%

Snow objective 
102%

Ice subjective 
102%

Snow subjective
101%

Dry handling
109%

Safe in any extreme.

Improved grip on ice thanks to 50% more studs and optimised stud distribution. 
The new IceContact™ 2 with the newly designed Kristall stud has 50% more studs, which are optimally  
distributed so that there is a constant number of studs in every footprint. Because the studs feature a  
staggered arrangement, they always roll on unused ice, which ensures improved grip on ice. 
 

Technical highlights.
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The new IceContact™ 2 with superb performance on ice.
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